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(54) METHOD FOR CONTROLLING REACTIVITY OF GAS-COOLED PEBBLE-BED 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTOR, AND TELESCOPIC CONTROL ROD

(57) The invention discloses a reactor lateral reflec-
tion layer telescoped control rod capable of separately
achieving cold shutdown. The control rod comprises an
inner rod, an outer rod and a guide cylinder assembly
which are vertically and coaxially arranged, wherein the
outer rod and the guide cylinder assembly are hollow
cylindrical bodies; the top end of the inner rod can move
up and down inside the outer rod and the other end of
the inner rod moves up and down, along with the top end,
inside a control rod passage which is positioned below
the guide cylinder assembly and is coaxial with the guide
cylinder assembly; and the top end of the outer rod can
move up and down in the guide cylinder assembly and
the other end of the outer rod moves up and down, along
with the top end, inside the control rod passage. Accord-
ing to the reactor lateral reflection layer telescoped con-
trol rod, on the premise of not changing the height of a
pressure vessel and other total design parameters of an
existing modular pebble-bed high-temperature
gas-cooled reactor, the effective length of the control rod
can be increased to the greatest extent, reactivity value
of a control rod system is improved, meanwhile, the star-
tup and operating control operation of the modular peb-
ble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor is simpli-
fied and a technical foundation is laid for safe and eco-

nomic operation of a high temperature reactor power
plant.
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Description

Technical Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to nuclear power plant re-
activity control and control rod design for a modular peb-
ble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor and partic-
ularly relates to a reactivity control method and a tele-
scoped control rod for a pebble-bed high-temperature
gas-cooled reactor.

Technical Background of the Invention

[0002] A pebble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled re-
actor originated from an AVR experimental reactor in
Germany. Based on success of the AVR reactor exper-
iment, in the 1970s, i.e. in the high-speed development
period of world nuclear power, the thorium high-temper-
ature gas-cooled reactor demonstration power plant (TH-
TR-300) with electric power of 300MW was built and op-
erated in Germany. With occurrence of the nuclear power
plant accidents of Three Mile Island in the USA and Cher-
nobyl in the Soviet Union, the public and supervision au-
thorities in various countries increasingly pay more at-
tention to safety of nuclear power plants, and thus, the
development trend of high-temperature gas-cooled re-
actor commercial power plant is changed into a modular
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor with passive inher-
ent safety from original large-scale direction. The high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor nuclear power plant
demonstration project (HTR-PM) of the HuaNeng Shan-
Dong ShiDao Bay nuclear power plant, which has been
constructed in China, is a typical modular pebble-bed
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor.
[0003] Due to high single-reactor power of the thorium
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (THTR-300), two
sets of control rod systems are arranged, wherein one
set of control rod system is provided with 36 regulating
rods that are arranged on a lateral reflection layer and
used for regulating rapid reactivity change and hot shut-
down under the accident working condition; and the other
set of control rod system is provided with 42 control rods
and the 42 control rods are inserted into a reactor core
pebble bed and are used for carrying out long-term cold
shutdown and ensuring a certain cold shutdown depth.
The operating experience of the thorium high-tempera-
ture gas-cooled reactor shows that the control rods in-
serted into the reactor core pebble bed require a huge
driving force to overcome resistance of stacked spherical
fuel elements, which causes damage to the fuel ele-
ments. Therefore, only the lateral reflection layer control
rods are retained in the later design of the modular peb-
ble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor HTR-
MODUL.
[0004] The HTR-MODUL has single-reactor thermal
power of 200MW, a reactor core diameter of 3m and a
reactor core average height of 9.4m. Reactivity control
and shutdown systems of the HTR-MODUL include a

control rod system and an absorption sphere shutdown
system, the control rod system is provided with six control
rods in total, the six control rods are arranged at the lateral
reflection layer, and each control rod corresponds to a
set of driving mechanism for enabling the control rod to
move up and down. Each control rod has an absorber
length of 4,800mm and a total length of 5,280mm and is
divided into ten sections in total, each control rod has an
outer diameter of 105mm, each control rod has a pore
diameter of 130mm, a cladding material adopted by the
control rods is X8CrNiMoNb 1616, the total weight of
each control rod is 104kg, and the highest design tem-
perature of each control rod is about 900 DEG C. The
control rod system of the HTR-MODUL has the main
functions of reactor power regulation and hot shutdown.
[0005] Design parameters of the control rods show that
the control rods are of a multi-section single-rod struc-
ture; since all the control rods need to be taken out of an
active region when the reactor operates under the full
power, , the length of an absorber of each control rod is
about half the height of the reactor core active region due
to the limitation of the height of a reactor pressure vessel.
[0006] Except for the control rod system, the other set
of reactivity control and shutdown system of the HTR-
MODUL is the absorption sphere shutdown system. The
system is provided with 18 lines of absorption spheres
which are also positioned at the lateral reflection layer of
the reactor, the absorption spheres fall into pore passag-
es of the lateral reflection layer by means of gravity and
are returned to a sphere storage tank from the pore pas-
sages of the lateral reflection layer in a pneumatic con-
veying manner. The system has the main functions that:
1, when the reactor is started and operates under low
power, the absorption sphere shutdown system works
together with the control rod system to carry out reactivity
control; and 2, the absorption sphere shutdown system
separately achieves cold shutdown and ensures a certain
cold shutdown depth.
[0007] The above mentioned reactivity control of the
HTR-MODUL has the following problems that: 1, the ab-
sorption sphere shutdown system has a great number of
functional requirements, is complex in system design and
has a high requirement for operation reliability; 2, when
the reactor is started and operates under low power, a
reactor operator not only needs to operate the control
rod system, but also needs to blow the absorption
spheres up in a pneumatic conveying manner from each
absorption sphere pore passage, and the amount of the
absorption spheres conveyed each time needs to be ac-
curate and controllable, which brings great operation dif-
ficulty to the reactor operator and is likely to cause acci-
dents.
[0008] Therefore, design of the HTR-PM reactivity con-
trol and shutdown system adopts the following technical
innovations that: two sets of mutually independent sys-
tems, the control rod system and the absorption sphere
system, are still retained but the functions of the two sets
of systems are regulated; the control rod system is divid-
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ed into safety rod banks, regulating rod banks and shim
rod banks, the safety rod banks are all taken out of the
reactor active region when the reactor is started and op-
erates under low power, the value of the safety rod banks
is sufficient to ensure shutdown under any reactor work-
ing condition, the regulating rod banks perform reactor
power regulation so as to flatten reactor core power dis-
tribution and compensate reactivity change of a reactor
core during the normal operation, the shim rod banks are
used for compensating reactivity change after the reactor
operates for a long time; as actuating mechanisms of a
reactor protection system, the safety rod banks and the
regulating rod banks can rapidly achieve hot shutdown,
assumed that one control rod with the highest reactivity
value is in failure; and when the reactor is started and
operates under low power, the regulating rod banks and
the shim rod banks cooperate to carry out reactivity con-
trol. If all the control rods are put in, Cold shutdown can
be separately achieved and a certain cold shutdown
depth is ensured. As a standby shutdown system, the
absorption sphere shutdown system does not participate
in startup of the reactor and operation at all power levels
and can be manually put into use as required; and when
the control rod system and the absorption sphere shut-
down system are put into use together, long-term cold
shutdown or overhaul shutdown can be achieved.

Summary of the Invention

Technical problems to be solved

[0009] The invention aims to solve the technical prob-
lems that under the condition of keeping structural design
parameters of a pressure vessel, reactor internals and
the like of an existing modular pebble-bed high-temper-
ature gas-cooled reactor unchanged essentially, only a
control rod system is used to achieve cold shutdown and
ensure a certain shutdown depth.

Technical scheme

[0010] The invention adopts the following technical
scheme:

a telescoped control rod for a pebble-bed high-tem-
perature gas-cooled reactor comprises an inner rod,
an outer rod and a guide cylinder assembly which
are vertically and coaxially arranged, wherein the
outer rod and the guide cylinder assembly are hollow
cylindrical bodies; the top end of the inner rod can
move up and down inside the outer rod and the other
end of the inner rod moves up and down, along with
the top end, inside a control rod passage which is
positioned below the guide cylinder assembly and is
coaxial with the guide cylinder assembly; and the top
end of the outer rod can move up and down in the
guide cylinder assembly and the other end of the
outer rod moves up and down, along with the top

end, inside the control rod passage.

[0011] Preferably, the inner rod is of a multi-section
structure and comprises a coupling head assembly, an
anti-impact head assembly and a plurality of internal sec-
tion rods connected in series by sphere articulated joints,
wherein one end of the coupling head assembly is con-
nected with the internal section rod at the first section
and the other end of the coupling head assembly is con-
nected with a loop chain of a control rod driving mecha-
nism; and one end of the anti-impact head assembly is
connected with the internal section rod at the tail section.
[0012] Preferably, the coupling head assembly com-
prises a coupling head, a flat pin, a locking bead ring, a
buffer pressure plate, a cylinder spring, a bearing pres-
sure plate, a ceramic ball, a bearing bottom plate and a
sphere joint; the coupling head is connected with the loop
chain of the control rod driving mechanism by the flat pin
and the locking bead ring is used for encircling and fas-
tening the flat pin; and the buffer pressure plate is ar-
ranged on the cylinder spring to form a buffer structure,
the buffer structure is externally arranged on the side wall
of the coupling head, the sphere joint is in threaded con-
nection with the bearing pressure plate and is in spherical
fit with the upper end plate of the internal section rod, a
thrust bearing structure is formed by the ceramic ball, the
bearing pressure plate and the bearing bottom plate to-
gether, and the thrust bearing structure is externally
sleeved by the coupling head.
[0013] Preferably, each internal section rod comprises
an outer sleeve, an upper end plate and a lower end plate
respectively positioned at both ends of the outer sleeve,
and a B4C pellet that is welded and packaged between
the upper end plate and the lower end plate and is posi-
tioned in the outer sleeve; gaps are reserved between
the B4C pellet and the outer sleeve and between the B4C
pellet and the upper end plate; and a hold-down spring
is arranged between the B4C pellet and the upper end
plate.
[0014] Preferably, the anti-impact head assembly
comprises a buffer pressure plate, a disk spring and an
anti-impact head, wherein a bulge is formed on the side
wall of the anti-impact head and the disk spring is ar-
ranged between the bulge and the buffer pressure plate.
[0015] Preferably, a top inner shrunk opening and a
top outer shaft shoulder are formed at the top of the outer
rod; and the outer rod is of a multi-section structure and
comprises a sliding sleeve type shock absorber, hanging
assemblies and a plurality of external section rods, the
hanging assemblies are connected with the correspond-
ing external section rods, and the sliding sleeve type
shock absorber is connected with the external section
rod at the head end.
[0016] Preferably, each external section rod comprises
an inner sleeve, an outer sleeve, an upper end plate, a
lower end plate, a hold-down spring and a B4C pellet,
wherein the B4C pellet is mounted in an annular space
defined by the inner sleeve, the outer sleeve, the upper
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end plate and the lower end plate and gaps are reserved
between the B4C pellet and the inner and outer sleeves
as well as the upper end plate; the hold-down spring is
arranged between the B4C pellet and the upper end
plate; and the outer sleeve is provided with a vent hole.
[0017] Preferably, all the hanging assemblies are the
same in the number of hanger ring structures arranged.
Each hanger ring structure comprises two sphere pen-
dants, two cylindrical pins, a long hanger ring and two
check rings; the sphere pendants are mounted in inner
side grooves of the upper end plate and the lower end
plate; the sphere pendants are connected with the long
hanger ring by the cylindrical pins and the cylindrical pins
are fixed with the check rings; and gaps are reserved
among the sphere pendants, the cylindrical pins and the
long hanger ring.
[0018] The guide cylinder assembly comprises an up-
per segment, a middle segment and a lower segment;
the upper segment and the middle segment are fixedly
mounted on an upper bearing plate for the metal reactor
internals together; the upper segment is positioned
above the bearing plate and a gap is reserved between
the upper segment and a reactor pressure vessel sealing
head; the middle segment is positioned under the bearing
plate and passes through a plurality of layers of reactor
core pressure plates; the bottom of the middle segment
is inserted into the lower segment; the lower segment is
fixed to the upper bearing plate and a metal reactor in-
ternal positioning plate and can be inserted into a top
carbon brick and a top reflection layer graphite brick by
a certain depth according to a designed length; and a
positioning ring is welded at the lower end of the lower
segment.
[0019] The invention further provides a reactivity con-
trol method for the pebble-bed high-temperature gas-
cooled reactor. The reactivity control method for the peb-
ble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor comprises:
a rod inserting process and a rod lifting process;

in the rod inserting process, at the top half section of the
control rod travel, the outer rod and the inner rod move
together under the dragging action of the driving mech-
anism, when the top end of the outer rod descends to a
reactor active region upper edge, the outer shaft shoulder
of the outer rod is lapped to the positioning ring at the
bottom end of the guide cylinder assembly and at this
moment, the outer rod does not move downwards any
more under the bearing action of the positioning ring of
the guide cylinder assembly, i.e. the outer rod reaches
the lower limit of the travel;
the inner rod can be further inserted downwards along
the inner sleeve of the outer rod under the drive of the
driving mechanism and is separated from the outer rod,
till reaching the lower limit of the travel, and at this mo-
ment, the outer rod and the inner rod cover a whole re-
actor core active region;
in the rod lifting process, at the bottom half section of the
control rod travel, only the inner rod moves upwards un-

der the dragging action of the driving mechanism and is
gradually inserted into the outer rod until the inner rod is
in contact with the inner shrunk opening of the outer rod
and the inner rod and the outer rod are completely over-
lapped; and
the rod lifting operation is further carried out, the inner
rod and the outer rod move upwards together and grad-
ually enter the guide cylinder assembly, and when both
the inner rod and the outer rod are positioned at the re-
actor active region upper edge, the rod lifting limit is
reached.

Beneficial effects

[0020] The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor, which is provided
by the embodiment of the invention, has the following
beneficial effects:

(1) technical conditions are created for the modular
pebble-bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor to
carry out reactivity control and shutdown only by uti-
lizing a control rod system; the startup and operating
control operation of the modular pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor is simplified; and
functional requirements of an absorption sphere
shutdown system are reduced and design complex-
ity of the absorption sphere shutdown system is re-
duced.

(2) due to limitation of the height of the reactor pres-
sure vessel and the like, the length of each control
rod of the existing modular pebble-bed high-temper-
ature gas-cooled reactor is only about half the height
of the reactor core active region, however, on the
premise of not changing the height of the pressure
vessel and other total design parameters of the ex-
isting modular pebble-bed high-temperature gas-
cooled reactor, the spread length of the telescoped
control rod provided by the invention can cover the
height of the whole reactor core active region, so that
reactivity value of the control rod system is improved
to the greatest extent.

(3) spring shock absorbers are arranged at multiple
positions on the telescoped control rod provided by
the embodiment of the invention, so that various im-
pact loads can be effectively reduced and operation
reliability of the control rod can be improved.

(4) the telescoped control rod provided by the em-
bodiment of the invention is of a detachable struc-
ture, which facilitates processing, manufacturing,
packaging, transportation and nuclear power plant
field installation.
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Brief description of the drawings

[0021]

Fig. 1 is an operating principle diagram of the upper
limit of the travel of a telescoped control rod accord-
ing to one embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 2 is an operating principle diagram of the lower
limit of the travel of the telescoped control rod ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a diagram of a multi-section inner rod con-
nection structure according to one embodiment of
the invention;

Fig. 4 is a structural diagram of a coupling head as-
sembly in the multi-section inner rod connection
structure according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion;

Fig. 5 is a structural diagram of a sphere articulated
joint assembly in the multi-section inner rod connec-
tion structure according to one embodiment of the
invention;

Fig. 6 is a structural diagram of a single inner rod
assembly in the multi-section inner rod connection
structure according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion;

Fig. 7 is a structural diagram of an anti-impact head
assembly in the multi-section inner rod connection
structure according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion;

Fig. 8 is a diagram of a multi-section outer rod struc-
ture according to one embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 9 is a structural diagram of a sliding sleeve type
shock absorber assembly in a multi-section outer rod
connection structure according to one embodiment
of the invention;

Fig. 10 is a structural diagram of a hanging assembly
in the multi-section outer rod connection structure
according to one embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 11 is a structural diagram of a single external
section rod assembly in the multi-section outer rod
connection structure according to one embodiment
of the invention;

Fig. 12 is a structural diagram of a guide cylinder
assembly according to one embodiment of the in-
vention; and

in the drawings, 1, inner rod; 2, outer rod; 3, guide cylinder

assembly; 4, loop chain; 5, reactor core active region; 6,
control rod graphite passage; 11, coupling head assem-
bly; 12, sphere articulated joint; 13, internal section rod;
14, anti-impact head assembly; 21, sliding sleeve type
shock absorber; 22, hanging assembly; 23, external sec-
tion rod; 31, guide cylinder assembly upper segment; 32,
guide cylinder assembly middle segment; 33, guide cyl-
inder assembly lower segment; 34, positioning ring; 35,
reactor internal upper bearing plate; 36, pressure plate;
37, reactor internal positioning plate; 38, top carbon brick;
51, active region upper edge; 52, active region lower
edge; 53, pressure vessel sealing head; 61, cylindrical
shell type shock absorber; 110, flat pin; 111, locking bead
ring; 112, coupling head; 113, buffer pressure plate; 114,
cylinder spring; 115, bearing pressure plate; 116, ceram-
ic ball; 117, bearing bottom plate; 118, sphere joint; 120,
upper sphere joint; 121, lower sphere joint; 122, flat pin;
123, locking bead ring; 124, auxiliary hole; 125, process
tank; 130, upper end plate; 131, lower end plate; 132,
hold-down spring; 133, outer sleeve; 134, B4C pellet;
135, internal section rod vent hole; 140, buffer pressure
plate; 141, disk spring; 143, anti-impact head; 210, inner
shrunk opening; 211, outer shaft shoulder; 212, pre-tight-
ening pressure plate; 213, disk spring; 220, sphere pen-
dant; 221, long hanger ring; 222, cylindrical pin; 223,
check ring; 230, upper end plate; 231, lower end plate;
232, outer sleeve; 233, inner sleeve; 234, B4C pellet;
235, hold-down spring; 236, external section rod vent
hole.

Detailed description of the embodiments

[0022] The specific implementation of the invention is
further described by combining the accompanying draw-
ings and embodiments. The embodiments below are only
used for illustrating the invention, but not used for limiting
the scope of the invention.
[0023] Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show an operating principle
diagram of a telescoped control rod according to one
embodiment of the invention. The telescoped control rod
comprises: an inner rod 1, an outer rod 2 and a guide
cylinder assembly 3. The inner rod 1 is connected with
a loop chain 4 of a control rod driving mechanism by a
coupling head assembly and moves up and down under
the dragging action of the driving mechanism in the guide
cylinder assembly 3 and a control rod graphite passage
6; the movement lower limit of the inner rod 1 is limited
by the maximum length of the loop chain 4 and reaches
a reactor active region lower edge 52; the movement
upper limit of the inner rod 1 is limited by the height of a
reactor pressure vessel and is higher than a reactor ac-
tive region upper edge 51; the inner rod 1 can be kept
above an active region in a dynamic manner by the driv-
ing mechanism; and in the case of accident shutdown, a
driving mechanism power supply is switched off and the
inner rod 1 falls into a lateral reflection layer of the active
region by means of the gravity, which meet the design
principle of fault safety.
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[0024] The top of the outer rod 2 is provided with an
inner shrunk opening 25 and an outer shaft shoulder 24,
the inner rod 1 is inserted from the bottom of the outer
rod 2, and by utilizing the inner shrunk opening 25, the
outer rod 2 can be lapped to the inner rod 1. At the top
half section of the control rod travel, the outer rod 2 and
the inner rod 1 move together under the dragging action
of the driving mechanism, when the integral outer rod 2
is positioned below the reactor active region upper edge
51, the outer shaft shoulder 24 of the outer rod 2 is lapped
to a positioning ring 34 at the bottom end of the guide
cylinder assembly 3 and at this moment, the outer rod 2
does not move downwards any more under the bearing
action of the positioning ring 34 of the guide cylinder as-
sembly 3, i.e. the outer rod 2 reaches the lower limit of
the travel; and the inner rod 1 can be further inserted
downwards along inner sleeves of the outer rod 2 under
the drive of the driving mechanism and is separated from
the outer rod 2, till reaching the lower limit of the travel,
and at this moment, the outer rod 2 and the inner rod 1
cover a whole reactor core active region 5, and thus the
reactivity value of the control rod is improved to a great
extent. Conversely, in the rod lifting process, at the bot-
tom half section of the control rod travel, only the inner
rod 1 moves upwards under the dragging action of the
driving mechanism and is gradually inserted into the out-
er rod 2 until the inner rod 1 is in contact with the inner
shrunk opening 25 of the outer rod 2 and the inner rod 1
and the outer rod 2 are completely overlapped; then, the
rod lifting operation is further carried out, the inner rod 1
and the outer rod 2 move upwards together and gradually
enter the guide cylinder assembly 3, and when both the
inner rod 1 and the outer rod 2 are positioned at the re-
actor active region upper edge 51, the rod lifting limit is
reached; at this moment, a reactor can operate under full
power. In conclusion, the spread length of the telescoped
control rod according to the invention is gradually in-
creased up to the whole reactor core active region 5 in
the rod inserting process, and conversely, in the rod lifting
process, the spread length of the telescoped control rod
is gradually decreased and is finally only half the height
of the reactor core active region 5.
[0025] An operating passage of the outer rod 2 and the
inner rod 1 is formed by the guide cylinder assembly 3
and the control rod graphite passage 6 together, the
guide cylinder assembly 3 takes a guiding effect on op-
eration of the outer rod 2 and the inner rod 1 and mean-
while, the outer rod 2 and the inner rod 1 are prevented
from impacting with other reactor internals under the seis-
mic condition; and the positioning ring 34 is welded at
the lowermost end of the guide cylinder assembly 3 so
as to limit the maximum inserting-down travel of the outer
rod 2.
wherein, in order to illustrate a multi-section structure
clearly, a 10-section structure is illustrated as one exam-
ple. The structural form of the multi-section inner rod 1
is as shown in Fig. 3 and the multi-section inner rod 1
comprises: a coupling head assembly 11, nine sphere

articulated joints 12, ten internal section rods 13 and an
anti-impact head assembly 13,
wherein the coupling head assembly 11, as shown in Fig.
4, is composed of a flat pin 110, a locking bead ring 111,
a coupling head 112, a buffer pressure plate 113, a cyl-
inder spring 114, a bearing pressure plate 115, a ceramic
ball 116, a bearing bottom plate 117 and a sphere joint
118; the coupling head 112 is connected with the loop
chain 4 of the control rod driving mechanism by the flat
pin 110 and the locking bead ring 111 is used for pre-
venting the flat pin 110 from falling off; when the inner
rod 1 is lifted upwards from the bottom of the control rod
graphite passage 6, the moving inner rod 1 can be col-
lided with the static outer rod 2 and the buffer pressure
plate 113 and the cylinder spring 114 can buffer the col-
lision; a thrust bearing structure is formed by the ceramic
ball 116, the bearing pressure plate 115 and the bearing
bottom plate 117 together and has the main effect of
avoiding causing distortion of the loop chain 4 of the driv-
ing mechanism and influencing operation of the driving
mechanism due to uneven weight distribution; the sphere
joint 118 is in threaded connection with the bearing pres-
sure plate 115, is spot-welded with the bearing pressure
plate 115 and is in spherical fit with an internal section
rod upper end plate 130 so as to ensure mutual flexible
rotation between the coupling head assembly 11 and the
corresponding internal section rod 13;
each internal section rod 13, as shown in Fig. 6, is com-
posed of an outer sleeve 133, the upper end plate 130,
a lower end plate 131, a hold-down spring 132 and a B4C
pellet 134; the B4C pellet 134 is a neutron absorber and
is welded and packaged in the outer sleeve 133; gaps
are reserved between the B4C pellets 134 and the outer
sleeves 133 as well as the upper end plates 130 so as
to compensate irradiation swelling of the B4C pellets 134;
in order to prevent the B4C pellets 134 from being dis-
placed, the hold-down springs 132 are arranged at the
tops of the B4C pellets 134; the B4C pellets 134 can
generate helium when being irradiated by neutrons and
internal section rod vent holes 135 in the middles of the
B4C pellets 134 are beneficial to discharge of neutrons;
the total length of the B4C pellets 134 of ten internal sec-
tion rods 13 is about half the height of the reactor core
active region;
each sphere articulated joint 12, as shown in Fig. 5, com-
prises an upper sphere joint 120, a lower sphere joint
121, a flat pin 122 and a locking bead ring 123; the sphere
articulated joints 12 not only ensure reliable connection
of the adjacent internal section rods 13, but also can en-
sure mutual flexible rotation between the adjacent inter-
nal section rods 13; auxiliary holes 124 and process tanks
125 are formed on the sphere joints so as to bring con-
venience to assembling and disassembling of the internal
section rods 13;
the anti-impact head assembly 14, as shown in Fig. 7, is
welded with the internal section rod 13 at the bottommost
end into one whole body and comprises a buffer pressure
plate 140, a disk spring 141 and an anti-impact head 142;
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corresponding to the anti-impact head, a cylindrical shell
type shock absorber 61 is arranged at the bottom of the
control rod graphite passage 6; as shown in Fig. 1, the
cylindrical shell type shock absorber 61 is used for re-
lieving impact of fracture of the inner rod 1 to graphite
reactor internals under the condition of an extreme acci-
dent and ensuring structural integrity of the graphite in-
ternals; and the buffer pressure plate 140 and the disk
spring 141 relieve impact of fracture of the outer rod 2 to
the inner rod 1 under the condition of the extreme acci-
dent, meanwhile, also guarantee the outer rod 2 not to
be separated from the control rod driving mechanism,
and are convenient to take out and replace the outer rod
2.
[0026] In order to illustrate the multi-section structure
clearly, the ten-section structure is illustrated as one ex-
ample. The detailed structure of the outer rod 2 is as
shown in Fig. 8 and the outer rod 2 comprises a sliding
sleeve type shock absorber 21, nine hanging assemblies
22 and ten external section rods 23,
wherein the sliding sleeve type shock absorber 21, as
shown in Fig. 9, comprises an inner shrunk opening 210,
an outer shaft shoulder 211, a pre-tightening pressure
plate 212 and a disk spring 213; the inner shrunk opening
210 is combined with the upper end plate 230 of the cor-
responding external section rod 23 into one whole body
and is welded with the inner sleeve 233 of the corre-
sponding external section rod 23; the pre-tightening pres-
sure plate 212 is in threaded connection with the inner
shrunk opening 210 and applies a certain pre-tightening
force to the disk spring 213; a certain gap is reserved
between the outer shaft shoulder 211 and an outer sleeve
232 of the corresponding external section rod 23 and
when the outer rod 2 is inserted down under the drive of
the driving mechanism or the driving mechanism is pow-
ered off and the outer rod 2 falls down, the outer shaft
shoulder 211 is collided with the positioning ring 34 at
the lower end of a control rod guide tube and slides up-
wards and the disk spring 213 is deformed by the pres-
sure, so that the gap between the outer shaft shoulder
211 and the outer sleeve 232 takes a shock absorbing
effect and still guarantees the corresponding external
section rod 23 not to be separated from the outer shaft
shoulder 211 under the condition that the disk spring 213
generates the largest deformation;
each external section rod 23, as shown in Fig. 11, is com-
posed of the inner sleeve 233, the outer sleeve 232, an
upper end plate 230, a lower end plate 231, a hold-down
spring 235 and a B4C pellet 234; the B4C pellets 234 are
also welded and packaged in an annular space between
the inner and outer sleeves and the end plates and gaps
are reserved between the B4C pellets 234 and the inner
and outer sleeves as well as the upper end plate so as
to compensate irradiation swelling of the B4C pellets 234;
in order to prevent the B4C pellets from being displaced,
the hold-down springs 235 are arranged between the
tops of the B4C pellets 234 and the upper end plates
230; the outer sleeves 232 are provided with external

section rod vent holes 236, so that helium generated by
the B4C pellets 234 due to irradiation of neutrons can be
discharged and jackets of the external section rods 23,
which are formed by the inner and outer sleeves and the
upper and lower end plates, are prevented from bearing
an internal pressure or an external pressure; the B4C
pellets 234 are sintered bodies, the required density of
the B4C pellets 234 is 2.0g/cm3 and is smaller than the
theoretical density of the B4C pellets 234, and the B4C
pellets 234 with high density are easy to irradiate by neu-
trons to be cracked; the total length of absorbers mounted
in ten external section rods 23 is about half the height of
the reactor core active region 5;
wherein, each hanging assembly 22, as shown in Fig.
10, is provided with six same hanger ring structures; each
hanger ring structure comprises two sphere pendants
220, two cylindrical pins 222, a long hanger ring 221 and
two check rings 223; the insides of the upper and lower
end plates of the external section rods 23 are slotted and
the sphere pendants 220 can be laterally mounted into
the upper and lower end plates; the sphere pendants 220
are connected with the long hanger ring 221 by the cy-
lindrical pins 222 and the cylindrical pins 222 are fixed
with the check rings 223; the sphere pendants 220 can
swing relative to the end plates of the external section
rods; gaps are reserved among the sphere pendants 220,
the cylindrical pins 222 and the long hanger ring 221; and
the check rings 223, the long hanger ring 221 and the
cylindrical pins 222 of each hanging assembly 22 are all
detachable, and thus, the outer rod 2 is packaged and
transported in a form of single external section rods 23
without being integrally packaged and transported, which
not only reduces difficulty, but also improves reliability
and in addition, has benefits for nuclear power plant field
control rod installation.
[0027] As shown in Fig. 12, the guide cylinder assem-
bly 3 is divided into upper, middle and lower segments
and each segment has a short length and is convenient
to manufacture, produce and install; the upper segment
31 and the middle segment 32 are fixedly mounted on a
reactor internal upper bearing plate 35 for metal reactor
internals together; the upper segment 31 is positioned
above the bearing plate and a large gap is reserved be-
tween the upper segment 31 and a reactor pressure ves-
sel sealing head 53 so as to compensate thermal expan-
sion difference between the metal reactor internals and
the pressure vessel; the middle segment 32 is positioned
under the bearing plate and passes through a plurality
of layers of reactor core pressure plates 36; the bottom
of the middle segment 32 is inserted into the lower seg-
ment 33 of the guide cylinder assembly; the lower seg-
ment 33 of the guide cylinder assembly is fixed to a re-
actor internal positioning plate 37 for the metal reactor
internals and is inserted into a top carbon brick 38 and a
top reflection layer graphite brick; and a positioning ring
34 is welded at the lower end of the lower segment 33.
[0028] The reasons of designing both the inner rod 1
and the outer rod 2 of the telescoped control rod into a
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multi-section hanging structural form are that the control
rod graphite passage 6 is of a graphite piled structure
and has the height of over 20 meters so as not to com-
pletely ensure straightness of the control rod graphite
passage 6 in the mounting process and in addition, the
control rod graphite passage 6 is possible to deform due
to irradiation of neutrons in the reactor operating process.
The multi-section hanging structure can effectively pre-
vent the operation of the outer rod 2 in the control rod
graphite passage 6 or the operation of the inner rod 1 in
the outer rod 2 from being blocked or jammed. In addition,
the sufficiently large gaps are reserved both between the
outer rod 2 and the control rod graphite passage 6 and
between the inner rod 1 and the outer rod 2, which facil-
itates movement of the outer rod 2 and the inner rod 1.
[0029] The environmental temperature of the control
rod reaches 560 DEG C under the normal operation con-
dition of the reactor and is close to 1,000 DEG C under
the accident condition, and thus, all metal structural ma-
terials of the control rod according to the invention adopt
high-temperature resistance nickel-based alloy with
good high-temperature endurance; and in order to pre-
vent mutual engaged adhesion of metal contact surface
materials in the high-temperature environment, the metal
contact surface materials are different in trademarks and
are all subjected to solid lubrication processing to keep
flexibility of the sphere articulated joints and the hanging
assemblies, so that the telescoped control rod has high
industrial practicality
[0030] The above embodiments are only used for illus-
trating the invention, but not intended to limit the inven-
tion, and various variations and conversions can be car-
ried out by those common skilled in the related technical
fields within the spirit and principle of the invention, and
thus, all equivalent technical schemes also belong to the
scope of protection of the invention.

Claims

1. A telescoped control rod for a pebble-bed high-tem-
perature gas-cooled reactor, comprising an inner rod
(1), an outer rod (2) and a guide cylinder assembly
(3) which are vertically and coaxially arranged,
wherein the outer rod (2) and the guide cylinder as-
sembly are hollow cylindrical bodies; the top end of
the inner rod can move up and down inside the outer
rod (2) and the other end of the inner rod (1) moves
up and down, along with the top end, inside a control
rod passage which is positioned below the guide cyl-
inder assembly (3) and is coaxial with the guide cyl-
inder assembly (3); and the top end of the outer rod
(2) can move up and down in the guide cylinder as-
sembly (3) and the other end of the outer rod (2)
moves up and down, along with the top end, inside
the control rod passage.

2. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-

temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
1, wherein the inner rod (1) is of a multi-section struc-
ture and comprises a coupling head assembly (11),
an anti-impact head assembly (14) and a plurality of
internal section rods (13) connected in series by
sphere articulated joints (12), one end of the coupling
head assembly (11) is connected with the internal
section rod (13) at the first section and the other end
of the coupling head assembly (11) is connected with
a loop chain of a control rod driving mechanism; and
one end of the anti-impact head assembly (14) is
connected with the internal section rod (13) at the
tail section.

3. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
2, wherein the coupling head assembly (11) com-
prises a coupling head (112), a flat pin (110), a lock-
ing bead ring, a buffer pressure plate, a cylinder
spring, a bearing pressure plate, a ceramic ball, a
bearing bottom plate and a sphere joint; the coupling
head (112) is connected with the loop chain of the
control rod driving mechanism by the flat pin (110)
and the locking bead ring (111) is used for encircling
and fastening the flat pin (110); and the buffer pres-
sure plate (113) is arranged on the cylinder spring
(114) to form a buffer structure, the buffer structure
is externally arranged on the side wall of the coupling
head (112), the sphere joint (118) is in threaded con-
nection with the bearing pressure plate (115) and is
in spherical fit with an internal section rod upper end
plate (130), a thrust bearing structure is formed by
the ceramic ball (116), the bearing pressure plate
(115) and the bearing bottom plate (117) together,
and the thrust bearing structure is externally sleeved
by the coupling head (112).

4. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
3, wherein each internal section rod (13) comprises
an outer sleeve (133), the upper end plate (130) and
a lower end plate (131) which are respectively posi-
tioned at both ends of the outer sleeve, and a B4C
pellet (134) which is welded and packaged between
the upper end plate (130) and the lower end plate
(131) and is positioned in the outer sleeve (133);
gaps are reserved between the B4C pellet (134) and
the outer sleeve (133) and between the B4C pellet
(134) and the upper end plate (130); and a hold-down
spring (132) is arranged between the B4C pellet
(134) and the upper end plate (130).

5. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
4, wherein the anti-impact head assembly (14) com-
prises a buffer pressure plate (140), a disk spring
(141) and an anti-impact head (142) of which the
side wall is provided with a bulge; and the disk spring
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(141) is arranged between the bulge and the buffer
pressure plate (140).

6. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to any
one of claims 1 to 5, wherein a top inner shrunk open-
ing and a top outer shaft shoulder are formed at the
top of the outer rod (2); and the outer rod (2) is of a
multi-section structure and comprises a sliding
sleeve type shock absorber (21), hanging assem-
blies (22) and a plurality of external section rods (23),
the hanging assemblies (22) are connected with the
corresponding external section rods (23), and the
sliding sleeve type shock absorber (21) is connected
with the external section rod (23) at the first section.

7. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
6, wherein each external section rod (23) comprises
an inner sleeve (233), an outer sleeve (232), an up-
per end plate (230), a lower end plate (231), a hold-
down spring (235) and a B4C pellet (234); the B4C
pellet (234) is mounted in an annular space defined
by the inner sleeve (233), the outer sleeve (232), the
upper end plate (230) and the lower end plate (231)
and gaps are reserved between the B4C pellet (234)
and the inner and outer sleeves as well as the upper
end plate; the hold-down spring (235) is arranged
between the B4C pellet (234) and the upper end plate
(230); and the outer sleeve (232) is provided with a
vent hole.

8. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to claim
7, wherein all the hanging assembilies are the same
in the number of hanger ring structures arranged;
each hanger ring structure comprises two sphere
pendants (220), two cylindrical pins (222), a long
hanger ring (221) and two check rings (223); the
sphere pendants (220) are mounted in inner side
grooves of the upper end plates (230) and the lower
end plates (231); the sphere pendants (220) are con-
nected with the long hanger ring (221) by the cylin-
drical pins (222) and the cylindrical pins are fixed by
the check rings (223); and gaps are reserved among
the sphere pendants (220), the cylindrical pins (222)
and the long hanger (221).

9. The telescoped control rod for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to any
one of claims 1 to 5 or claims 7 to 8, wherein the
guide cylinder assembly (3) is fixedly mounted on an
upper bearing plate for metal reactor internals and
comprises an upper segment, a middle segment and
a lower segment; the upper segment and the middle
segment are fixedly mounted on the upper bearing
plate for the metal reactor internals together; the up-
per segment is positioned above the bearing plate

and a gap is reserved between the upper segment
and a reactor pressure vessel sealing head; the mid-
dle segment is positioned under the bearing plate
and passes through a plurality of layers of reactor
core pressure plates; the bottom of the middle seg-
ment is inserted into the lower segment; the lower
segment is fixed to the upper bearing plate and a
metal reactor internal positioning plate and can be
inserted into a top carbon brick and a top reflection
layer graphite brick by a certain depth according to
a designed length; and a positioning ring (34) is weld-
ed at the lower end of the lower segment.

10. A reactivity control method for the pebble-bed high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor according to any
one of claims 1 to 9, comprising: a rod inserting proc-
ess and a rod lifting process, wherein
in the rod inserting process, at the top half section
of the control rod travel, the outer rod and the inner
rod move together under the dragging action of the
driving mechanism, when the top end of the outer
rod descends to the upper edge of the active region
of the reactor, the outer shaft shoulder of the outer
rod is lapped to the positioning ring at the bottom
end of the guide cylinder assembly and at the mo-
ment, the outer rod does not move downwards any
more under the bearing action of the positioning ring
of the guide cylinder assembly, i.e. the outer rod
reaches the lower limit of the travel;
the inner rod can be further inserted downwards
along the inner sleeve of the outer rod under the
drive of the driving mechanism and is separated from
the outer rod, till to the lower limit of the travel, and
at the moment, the outer rod and the inner rod cover
the whole core active region of the reactor;
in the rod lifting process, at the bottom half section
of the control rod travel, only the inner rod moves
upwards under the dragging action of the driving
mechanism and is gradually inserted into the outer
rod until the inner rod is in contact with the inner
shrunk opening of the outer rod and the inner rod
and the outer rod are completely overlapped; and
the rod lifting operation is further carried out, during
which the inner rod and the outer rod move upwards
together and gradually enter the guide cylinder as-
sembly, and when both the inner rod and the outer
rod are above the upper edge of the active region of
the reactor, the rod lifting operation terminates.
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